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“Arzanà” is the term Dante used in the Divina Commedia for the old Venetian State Arsenal, but it is also the

name  of  a  non-profit  association,  based  in  Venice,  that  deals  with  the  study,  the  restoration  and  the

preservation of the traditional boats in the Venice lagoon.

The works by Marco Maria Zanin usually come from the rediscovery of a hidden source, from a little known

heritage, which is part of the popular culture of a territory. It often concerns small museums, archives of

daily use objects that become the access door to enter a horizon of meanings belonging to the temporalities

of the past still rich in potentialities.

After a period of investigation among different realities, which are expression of a Venetian cultural identity

far away from tourism-related stereotypes, Zanin decides to linger on the collection of objects of the Arzanà

association, to operate a second reading.

In the  exhibition these “objects”  are  interpreted through photography and sculpture  making their  origin

context dialog with other ones, belonging to distant cultures or to a nonexistent, imaginary universe that

leaves voluntary connections open:  some oarlocks,  the supports of  the boat  where the oar is  set  during

navigation,  become masks and cult  objects;  other objects used for navigation transform themselves into

totemic idols or get anthropomorphic shapes.

Also the way into which the works of art are disposed in the exhibition is so far away from the typical one

characterizing an ethnographic museum and collides with the universe of relics of native populations.

The procedure, on one side operates an “enshrining“ of the common object, on the other one empties it from

its  function to  extend its  meaning,  associating it  to  contexts  belonging to  other  cultures  and making it

disappear as an ethnographic object when, through its transfiguration, it totally becomes functional.

The artist wants to have “a negative influence “ on the gaze used to recognize those ones as objects with a

determinate function, or as obsolete or cheap ones. Their non-recognizability becomes the necessary moment

to create a space where our judgment, our habit to classify, caused a distance between our world and the one

of whom used and created them. A way to get paradoxically closer again.

The exhibition also created the opportunity to activate some partnerships on the territory, among which the

one with the  Accademia delle  Belle  Arti in  Venice and generally  to  involve a  younger  and transversal

audience that we wish could also see with a renewed gaze the heritage preserved by the Arzanà Association.


